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We're making this baby the old-fashioned way.With my billions, Iâ€™ll pay whatever it takes for her

to have my child.And Iâ€™m going to have fun putting it in her.After the babyâ€™s born, she can go

back to her regular life.But the way she screams my name in bed makes me want more.For the first

time in years I want an actual relationship.Until I realize thereâ€™s something sheâ€™s not telling

me.A secret from the past.And her plan to ruin everything.Â *** A steamy STANDALONE

contemporary romance with no cliffhanger, no cheating, and a guaranteed happily-ever-after.***
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The premise of this book was quite interesting to me. Blake has a lot of money and a great career.

What more could he want? Someone to nurture and teach. Someone to inherit his legacy. The

man's been burned before so he doesn't want to get married. What he does want is a child of his

own.At a function, he meets Carrie, who's struggling to provide for herself and wishes she could be

a full time writer. She has a lot of compassion for Blake when they meet, but he doesn't want a real

relationship, he wants a friend who he can get along with, so she can be a mother to his child.But

there's something he doesn't know: he used to date Carrie's sister and she holds a lot of resentment

toward him.Carrie has so many mixed feelings that she can't decide what to do, and God forbid



these two have an honest discussion about feelings. I found myself getting frustrated with them both

at times.The chemistry is awesome and I liked this pair as a couple as they learned about each

other.

Was surprised by all the extras that followed the initial story. I'm fairly new with this author and

enjoyed this style.

I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.Blake finds himself, with his friends,

reminiscing about his high school days. He's come a long way since then and is now an up and

coming film producer with more money than he knows what to do with. He's successful in business

but feels like he is still missing something in his life. He'd like to settle down but he's not sure he's

built for that.Carrie finds herself waiting tables at a high school reunion, the same one Blake is

grudgingly attending. This is just a temporary job for Carrie; definitely not her dream job. Blake and

Carrie meet over some broken glass and decide to meet up later that evening. They hit it off

instantly. They decide to meet up again. Blake is used to getting whatever he wants, with Carrie,

he's going to have to work for it. Carrie isn't looking for a relationship and Blake isn't looking for a

wife, so when he suggests she have his baby, Carrie is confused until he pleads his case. If she

agrees, she would have the money she needs to pursue her dream and Blake would get his baby.

Sounds great, right? It, almost, seems too good to be true. Well yes...until he finds out who Carrie

really is. Intentional baby making is a serious thing, especially when feelings are involved. Feelings

you never thought you'd have. Too bad the past has the potential to ruin their future.THIS IS A

WELL WRITTEN, SEXY, LIGHTHEARTED READ WITH JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF ANGST !

THE STORY FLOWED AND THE CHARACTERS WERE AWESOME ! OFF THE CHARTS

CHEMISTRY AND LOTS OF SCORCHING HOT BABY MAKING ! ! ! A DEFINITE ONE-CLICK !

Carrie and Blake make a wonderful couple. Unknown to them, there are events in their lives that

weave together their past lives with their present romance. I wasn't happy that Carrie started to use

Blake as a basis for a new book. It was almost like she was using him instead of focusing only on

her feelings for him.She says "As I speak, I lean across to my laptop and type out snippets of the

conversation we are having. Some of it is too good to waste."The only problem is that Blake is using

Carrie, too. It's no spoiler to tell you that he wants her to have her baby. Like Carrie, I felt like I had a

cold bucket of water thrown at me when Blake makes his proposition. Just like when Carrie wanted

to use Blake for her book, he turns around and wants to use her for his posterity. The attraction



between the two of them is undeniable, and they are both using it to get what they want.It's really

not that sinister, though. It's the dialogue that makes this story and Ms. Pratt's witty lines will make

you smile and chuckle. Not many authors can write such lighthearted dialogue and make it sound

not contrived and natural.I highly recommend this book and will continue to read books by this

author!I received an advance reader copy of this book in exchange for my honest review.

I wish Making His Baby's plot was different. Carrie and Blake have a wonderful connection and their

banter is entertaining. Instead of exploring a real relationship and working on the foundation they

were building, they cheapen it. Blake tells Carrie that he wants a family, without the wife. He asks

her to be his surrogate. He will pay her in exchange, and she will be able to focus on her writing

career. Carrie agrees. He tells her he wants to continue seeing her and dating her. She agrees, and

they both admit there's a spark between them. They're IN a relationship, but won't call it that. They

are beyond confused.I wished their chance meeting lead to them becoming friends , helping each

other heal, admitting feelings, then starting a family. There would still be the conflict of Carrie's

secret, which connects them in ways Blake doesn't know. To me the surrogacy just took away from

the romance.An ARC Review
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